Numérique Premium, one of the leading French-language knowledge based ebooks aggregators, gathers thematic collections of titles from forty publishers and societies for libraries and institutions.

THE DIGITAL LIBRARY UNLIMITED WHEREVER YOU ARE!

www.numeriquepremium.com
Numérique Premium provides thirty thematic collections as annual subscription or one-off purchase (depending on publishers’ policies). They are targeted to answer the needs of students, teachers, researchers as well as end users of public libraries. Unlimited access is available within institutions and remotely.

Institutions can choose among several models according to their needs:

**Annual subscription (all collections)**
- Thematic collection of all sizes
- Pick-and-choose collection (60 or 90 books)

**One-off purchase (authorized publishers*)**
- Thematic collection of all sizes
- Pick-and-choose collection (60 or 90)
- Solution in EBA (60 or 90) or PDA**

* Most publishers accept this model.
** Evidence-Based Acquisition or Patron-Driven Acquisition.
Numérique Premium platform is constantly evolving to bring new tools and services facilitating the life of institutions’ end users and administrators.

Intuitive features for end users

- Full text access in one or two clicks
- PDF Reader: research, selection and printing
- Interactive Tables of Contents
- Multiple search and browse modes
- Many faceted filters to refine results
- Specific link to subscribed collections and titles
- Personal account: favourites, search histories, alerts
- Export citations to bibliographic management tools

Account administration module accessible at all time

- Access to COUNTER 4 and 5 statistic reports
- Metadata integration (UniMARC, MARC21, KBART, XML, DOI, etc.)
- Management of authentication modes like Shibboleth/Proxy/IP
- Customization, logo uploads

Our customers are unanimous: our ergonomic and functional interface allows quick access to information.
We work with publishing houses and societies among the most prestigious in the fields of Humanities and Social Sciences, and beyond…

**Our partners**

**Publishers**

**University Presses and Societies**

For a presentation, a free trial, a quote or any information:

44 quai Henri-IV – 75004 Paris – France
E-mail: info@numeriquepremium.com
Tél.: +33 1 43 56 05 55 – Fax: +33 1 43 54 03 60

www.numeriquepremium.com